
Return to the Moment of Fate (in-game 

document) 

This ritual requires three people: a recipient, a leader, and a witness. The leader must 
have an obsidian dagger and some wine. 

The leader must pour out some wine in a circle around the participants. 
The leader calls out “O unbending Fate, wind back your twists and turns! O rushing 

Time, let this soul walk back along your road!  From death comes death and the old becomes a 
new. The progression is broken!” 

The witness calls out, “O Fate, O Time, yield to our will! May the Earth ground you!  May 
memory revive you!” 

The leader calls out, “We reject this world as a facsimile; you shall return to the world 
you remember. Savor the realities of life and find a new eternity in the moment. This is how to 
return to life.”  The wine turns crimson red; then the ground within the circle quivers and the air 
grows colder and thin. 

The recipient then calls out, “I left life unfinished and now return. The moment of 
consequence once again becomes mine.  Let me fly back on wings of time, let me return to 
confront my fate! Let me leave this land of shadows, and return to the world of the living!” 

The leader must then stab the recipient through the heart with the dagger. The ritual 
ends, and the recipient should open their stapled packet for further instructions. 

 

Involuntary Version 

This ritual can be performed on an unwilling victim.  To do so, there must be two 
witnesses, restraining the recipient, in addition to the leader. The leader and witnesses recite as 
before, and, instead of the recipient’s line, above, the leader calls out “Blow, winds of time, 
return this soul to confront their fate! Banish them from this land of shadows, and return them to 
the world of the living!” 


